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Arrow panels are sign panels with a matrix of lights capable of
displaying an illuminated flashing arrow or sequential arrow
pattern or an illuminated flashing warning. Arrow panels
provide advance warning to motorists when the travel lanes are
closed or diverted or when work is being done on the shoulder.
Arrow panels are often used in conjunction with other traffic
control devices such as construction warning signs and
channelization devices.

General guidelines for the design, application, and operation
of standard arrow panels are presented in Sections 6E-7 through
6E-9 on the Manual on Uniform Traffic Control Clevices (MUTCD)
(1) . Since their introduction to the ~TCD in 1977, standard
arrow panels are widely used by state highway d~epartments,
municipalities, utility companies, and cc>ntractors. The arrow
panel is primarily used far lane closures. Other applicatTLons
of the arrow panel include lane diversion, traffic splits,
shoulder closure, and lane closure during movir]g-maintenance
activities.

This synthesis discusses current practices in the design alnd
application of arrow panels based on a review (If the literature
and state standards, field observations, and discussions with
state highway officials in California, Illinois, Maryland,
Michigan, New York, Virgi:nia, and Pennsylvania. Discussions
were also held with local highway officials in San Francisco,
Washington, D.C., Chicago, Detroit, New York City, BaltimOre,
Richmond, and Philadelphia.

A. Driver NeedS. Despite the use of conventional highway work
zone warning signs and channelizing devices for lane closures,
drivers must still make several critical decisions quickly.
Prior to changing lanes, drivers must detect, recognize, and
comprehend visual cues and then decide on the appropriate
response. These actions become increasingly demanding when the
driver does not obtain all the necessa~ information, is
overloaded with information, or the infctrmation is confusing.
These are the areas where! the potential for serious accidents
is high. Proper selection and installation of traffic control
devices can help guide tkle motorist on the approach to and
through the work zone.

Positive guidance in work zones reduces the risk of accidents,
provides longer advance b~arning sign detection, promotes
earlier merging into an open lane, and ~!acilitates driver
passage through the visu~~l clutter of construction and
maintenance e~ipment, alignment shifts,, work crews and t:raffic
control devices. The driver’s information and guidance n(seds
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subareas as shown in Figure 1:

1. advance Zone - where hazards or inefficiencies do not
yet affect the driver’s tack.

2. ApDroach Zone - where the driver must detect and
recognize the hazard ahead. This zone corresponds to
the decision sight distance minus the stopping sight
distance. The American association of State Highway
and Transportation Officials (AASHTO) (~) reC09niZeS
that stopping sight distances are often inade~ate
when drivers must make complex or instantaneous
decisions, when information is difficult to perceive,
or when unexpected or unusual maneuvers are rewired.
In these circumstances, decision sight distance must
provide the greater length that drivers need.
Decision sight distance is the distance rewired for
a driver to detect an unexpected or otherwise
difficult-to-perceive information source or hazard in
a roadway environment that may be visually cluttered,
recognize the hazard or its threat potential, select
an appropriate speed and path, and initiate and
complete the reguired safety maneuver safely and
efficiently. (27, 28)

3. Non-Recoverv Zone - point beyond which there is
insufficient space to avoid a system failure. A
system failure can range from a non-catastrophic
failure such as traffic delay to a catastrophic
failure such as a fatal accident (~).

4. Hazard Zone - distance corresponding to the length of
the hazard.

5. Downstream Zone - area beyond the hazard
corresponding to the distance it takes to safely
return to normal operating conditions.

Driver information re~irements in each of the above subareas
has been studied by Hostetter, et al. (~). The arrow panel
specifically meets some of the needs of drivers by alerting
them and guiding through the work zone. The arrow panel has
been tested and its effectiveness has been well documented (~,
5 ~,~).—,

B. Driver Understanding of Arrow Panels. The arrow display is
of three types: 1) flashing arrow; 2) sequential arrow; and 3)
se~ential chevron. Each standard arrow panel is capable of
displaying three or four basic operating modes such as left
arrow, right arrow, double arrow and caution mode (four or more
lamps arranged in a pattern which does not indicate a
direction) . The operating modes of arrow panel are shown in
Figure 2.
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As early as 1978 Graham et al. (z) found in laboratory studies
using a sample of twenty subjects that the flashing arrow and
sequential arrow were understood by a high percentage of
drivers (95%) to mean that a lane was clc,sed and the driver
must change lanes ahead. Graham et al. acknowledged that the
sample was not representative of the driving population.
Driver preference studies were also condt~cted with employees of
one company located in the midwest and wj.th emFlloyees of tile
Federal Highway Administration in Washington, ~~.C. in an
attempt to address the guestion of whether the three modes,,
i.e., flashing arrow, sewlential arrow, and se~ential
chevrons, could be essentially interchangeable in directing the
driver to shift from the (:losed lane, or whether one mode might
be superior or more effecl:ive in conveying this meaning.
However, certain trends emanated from the stud~Les. First, the
flashing arrow and the se~ential chevron were clearly
preferred over the sequential arrow. Secondly,, almost an (equal
number of the 109 subject drivers preferred the flashing arrow
and the sequential chevroln, although the flashing arrow was
definitely preferred over the sequential arrow by the subjects
in Washington, D.C. The authors indicated thajt there may have
been a regional bias based on the more common usage of the
flashing arrow panel in the Washington, D.C. area.

Because drivers interpret the flashing arrow and sequential
arrow to mean that a lane is closed ahead, they are not
generally effective in diversions (detours, crossovers, or
bypass roadways) (2). Field studies by Graham et al. (2)
indicate that arrow panels do cause unnecessary lane changes in
diversion work zones.

Results of studies conducted by Pain et al. (a) support the
findings of the aforementioned studies. In their study, Pain
et al. (a) concluded that. the flashing arrow and sequential
chevron displays distinctly mean lane closure. Pain et’al.
added that, in real worldl situations, ttie sequential chevron
may have some pitfalls w~lich are more serious than those C)f the
flashing arrow. Althougk~ the se~ential. chevron provides a
strong directional indication to the driver it uses three
pulses to convey its message as opposed to two pluses for the
flashing arrow. The authors (a) believe that the meaning of
the three pulses of the sequential chevron has a greater
tendency to be degraded fLfdisplayed at night or when diffused
under inclement weather.

Although more research may be needed on the use of arrow ]~anels
in work zones, the meaning of arrow panel displays for left and
right lane closures appears to be well llnderstood by driv(?rs.
Driversz understanding o:E the arrow panel display for shol~lder
work, diversions, and split situations, however, is not ytet
documented convincingly and should be r,=searched further.
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c. Placement of Arrow Panels for Lane Cloeures. According to
SeCtiOn 6E-8, Part VI, of the ~TCD (~), the placement of the
arrow panel should vary as needed to achieve the desired
recognition distances. For stationary lane closures, the arrow
panel should be placed on the shoulder at the beginning of the
taper. Where applicable for diversions, the ~TCD indicates
that the arrow panel should be placed behind the barricades
closing the roadway. Research addressing arrow panel placement
has focused on several scenarios including placement of the
arrow panel in the middle of the taper, at the beginning of the
taper, and upstream of the taper at distances ranging from 100
to 2,000 feet.

Knapp and Pain (~) in 1978 recommended the placement of a
flashing arrow panel at the beginning of the taper. Graham et
al. (~) concluded from field studies conducted in the late
1970s that the best placement of an arrow panel is on the
shoulder about 100 to 500 feet upstream of the taper. The
authors further concluded that the arrow panel is optimally
placed when it is on the shoulder head-on to the driver. Arrow
panel effectiveness is reduced when the roadway curvature
precludes a head-on viewing.

Faulkner and Dudek (~) evaluated the use of a supplemental
arrow panel at work zones where sight distance to the work area
is restricted (less than 1,500 feet). Studies were conducted
using an arrow panel with a flashing arrow at the taper but
also using a second (supplemental) arrow panel with a flashing
arrow on the shoulder upstream of the taper in order to improve
the effective sight distance to the work zone. The results
indicate that for right-side or left–side lane closures a
supplemental arrow panel placed on the shoulder upstream of the
lane closure can be extremely effective in shifting traffic
from the closed lane if the sight distance to the arrow panel
improves the effective sight distance to the work zone. The
supplemental arrow panel can be placed up to 2,500 feet
upstream of the taper. Placement more than 2,500 feet in
advance of the work zone may result in drivers moving back into
the closed lane.

When a lane is closed for short-term mobile operations, the
Traffic Control Devices Handbook (TCDH) (Q) suggests the
arrow panel be placed at the rear of the activity in the closed
lane on a vehicle separate from the maintenance vehicle itself.
Studies conducted by Bryden (Q) and Dudek et al. (Q)
concurred with the TCDH.

The majority of research on arrow panel placement focused on
freeway operation and single lane closures. Arrow panel
placement for multi-lane closures on freeways and applications
for local streets have been virtually ignored in the
literature. While multi-arrow panels are now commonly used on
multi–lane closures, there is no literature to support its use.
Urban work areas present unigue settings which need special

6



attention in order to pronlote the prOper use of arrow panels.

D. Effectiveness of Arrow Panels in Lane) Cloeu~. The
predominant finding among researchers is that arrow panels,
when placed properly at ttle beginning of the cc,nstruction
taper, are very effective devices for l?lne clclsures because
they promote an early and smooth merge into the open lane.
The effectiveness of arrow panels has been demonstrated to be a
function of parameters suc:h as panel size, ang~~larity and
placement, operation mode, type of roadway facility, work zone
activity, and traffic conditions. men examined, the
effectiveness of the arrow panel has been measllred in terms of
reduced speed, peuing, conflicts, and trapped vehicles in the
closed lane.

In 1974, McAllister and K]ramer (~) of the California Deparl:ment
of Transportation (Caltra]ls) conducted field studies in an
attempt to determine the ]nost effective size and type of arrow
panel for use in work zonlss. Thirteen a:rrow panel sizes,
ranging in size from 24 inches x 48 inches to 48 inches x 96
inches were tested. The (arrow panels we:re mounted eight fleet
high on trailers and placed on the media!n shoulder of a freeway
and displayed a merge-right pattern. The study concluded that
the 48-inch x 96-inch arrow panel was more effective than ‘the
smaller panels during the daytime. The flashi]?g arrow was more
effective than the se~encing arrow pattern during nighttime
operation. Vehicle speeds were also reduced up to five miles
per hour due to the arrow panels.

In 1974, Bates (~) of the Illinois Department of
Transportation conducted a study to examine the effectiveness
of a second arrow panel in work zones for earlier merging from
two lanes onto one lane. The second arrow panel was placed
one-half mile upstream of the lane merging point and the other
arrow panel was placed just behind the barricades at the
merging point. Both arrow panels were mounted on trucks. The
arrow panel performance was measured in terms of a ratio of the
percent of vehicles in the closed lane without arrow panels to
percent of vehicles in the closed lane with arrow panels. The
ratio was determined for three points: 4,700 feet before the
merge; 2,100 feet before the merge; and at the point of me!rge.
The ratio was consistently higher at the merge point for the
right lane closure. Bates (~) concluded that a second
upstream arrow panel is x,ery effective in promoting an earlier
traffic merge.

In 1976, shah and Ray (~4-) of the Louisj.ana Department of
Highways experimented with a 3.5-foot x 6.5-fc,ot, trailer--
mounted, seqencing chevron arrow panel. The arrow panel was
tested as a supplement tc) standard work zone %Tarning signs.
The study concluded that the use of a se~ential chevron arrow
panel in addition to warning signs reduced speeds and ~eue
lengths significantly. (2ueuing lengths were reduced by 72
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percent when the sequencing chevron panel was used as opposed
to 51 percent when the arrow panel was not used.

Studies conductea by Graham et al. (~) in lg77 indicated that
vehicle speeas and erratic maneuvers were reduced due to the
presence of arrow panels. In their studies of 79 projects in
seven States, the sequential flashing arrow panel placed in the
closes lane near the transition point reduced speeds by nearly
three miles per hour, reducing erratic maneuvers by 25 percent
but increasing the slow–moving vehicle conflict rate by 20
percent.

In 1978, Graham et al. (~) examined the effectiveness of
several types of arrow panels for lane closures as well as for
diversions (detours), splits, and shoulder closures. The term
diversion (detour) is used in this context to mean a situation
where all lanes remain open through the work zone, but the
lanes deviate from the normal path.

Laboratory studies were conducted by Graham et al. (1) in 1978
to evaluate driver understanding of and preferences for the
following arrow panel modes: (1) flashing arrow, (2)
sequential stem, (3) sequential arrow, (4) sequential chevron,
(5) double arrow, and (6) two caution modes (alternating sise
lights and flashing stem). The ariver understanding studies
using 20 employees of the research organization revealed that
the arrows and chevrons connoted a lane closure ahead with a
high confidence level for 95 percent of the subjects. The
arrows and chevrons seemed to indicate a lane closure for 75
percent of the subjects, even though the arrow panel was placed
on the shoulder. The flashing bar (caution mode) caused
confusion. The researchers concluded that the role of the
caution mode neeaed more in-depth examination, considering the
confusion demonstrated by the 20 subjects.

The driver preference studies (Z) of the flashing arrow,
sequential arrow and se~ential chevron for lane closures which
used 63 employees of a company in the midwest and 49 employees
of the Federal Highway Administration in Washington, D.C. ,
indicatea that the choice of arrow panel mode seemed to be
related to driver experiences at work zones within geographic
regions. The drivers at the midwest company clearly preferred
the flashing arrow and the sequential chevrons over the
sequential arrow. The flashing arrow and the sequential
chevrons did not separate out significantly between themselves,
indicating that these might be used interchangeably. The
Federal Highway Administration employees also clearly preferred
the flashing arrow and the sequential chevron over the
sequential arrow. However, this sample also showed a clear
preference for the flashing arrow over the sequential chevrons.
The researchers indicatea a regional bias toward the flashing
arrow near the Washington, D.C. area because the Commonwealth
of Virginia aid not use the sequential chevrons at the time of
the study.
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Subsequent field studies were conducted k)y Graham et al. (1) at
20 work zone lane closure locations to evaluate the
effectiveness of the following arrow panel modes: flashing
arrow, sequential stem, st:quential arrow,, and sequential
chevron. The studies revealed that the arrow panels are
effective in encouraging drivers to leave the closed lane
sooner, thus reducing the number of vehicles in that lane Ioear
the start of the taper. :~he researchers did not find any
statistically significant differences in effectiveness among
the arrow panel modes. However, the lar!~er ar]row panels (48
inches x 96 inches) were found to be more effective than the
smaller panels, particularly during the :peak periods and at
night.

Arrow panels are also effective supplementary devices for slow-
moving maintenance operations. Bryden (~) of the New York
Department of Transportation measured the arrow panel
effectiveness at six maintenance sites involving lane striping
and pavement marking. Several arrow panel sizes were examined;
all arrow panels operated in the sequential stem-arrow mode and
were mounted on maintenance trucks. Bryden found that the 36-
inch x 72-inch arrow panel increased detectability
substantially. The apprc,aching traffic vacated the occupied
lane much sooner when a larger arrow panel was mounted on the
rear maintenance vehicle. Speeds were reduced. 6 to 10 miles
per hour with the larger arrow panel. I,ane changes began
occurring when traffic was about 20 seconds ‘-, 1800 feet at 60
miles per hour -- behind the last maintenance vehicle with or
without a small panel mounted on it. WjLth the large pane:L (36
inches x 72 inches) , however, lane changes began as far back as
30 seconds -- 2700 feet at 60 miles per hour. The only
significant improvement ~for the small panels was for vehicles
changing lanes 7 seconds or less -- 600 feet behind the truck-
mounted panel. Beyond that distance, the sma:Ll panel (24 x 48
inches) had little increased target value ove]~ a standard
protection scheme withou’t an arrow panel.

Studies conducted by Dudek et al. (~) in 1979, involved the
use of changeable message signs: (1) upstream of the warning
signs and in conjunction with an arrow ‘panel in the taper area
for a work zone lane closure to encourage drivers to vacate the
closed lane earlier and (2) upstream of a freeway-to-freeway
interchange to encourage drivers to divert to an alternate
freeway route to avoid congestion at a downstream work zone.
The studies revealed that changeable message signs (CMSS) can
be used at lane closure work zones to encourage more drivers to
vacate the closed lane(s) farther upstream of the cone taper.
The researchers state, however, that CNSS should not be ulsed in
place of flashing arrow panels at these work zones. The
diversion studies also determined that CMSS can be used to
divert traffic around freeway maintenarhce work zone to an
alternate freeway route.

9



In 1989, Dudek and Unman (~) conducted field studies to
develop and evaluate reduced traffic control signing treatments
for short duration maintenance operations involving lane
closures on four-lane divided highways with average annual
daily traffic less than or e~al to 30,000 vehicles per day.
For these short duration maintenance operations, the actual
placement of the advanced warning signs and channelizing
devices that are re~ired by the ~TCD often takes longer than
the actual work activity itself. The WTCD considers the arrow
panel to be a supplement to the advanced warning signs.
Because of the demonstrated effectiveness of the arrow panel,
Dudek and Unman suggest that the arrow panel may be the
primary traffic control device and the signs upstream may serve
to supplement the arrow panel. Field studies were conducted to
evaluate whether only one sign, either of four warning devices
(CMS, Texas Lane Blocked sign, lane closed symbolic sign or
Road Work tiead sign), could be used instead of the normal
series of three advance warning signs specified by the ~TCD.
The field studies showed that, for the conditions studied, the
use of the arrow panel at the taper in combination with either
the CMS or the Texas Lane Blocked sign was more effective than
the full series of signs rewired by the MUTCD.

In summary, the above studies indicate that the arrow panel,
especially the flashing arrow and sequential chevron, is
effective in promoting earlier merging into the open lane for
stationary single and multi-lane closures and for moving-
maintenance operations. The effectiveness of the arrow panel
in diversions (lane shifting) , splits, and shoulder closures,
however, is still uncertain.
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II. DESIGN RE07JIREMENTS ~D SPECIFICATIONS

Arrow panels consists of five components: 1) panel; 2) lamps:
3) mounts; 4) operation controls; and 5) power SUPPIY.
Standard arrow panels are those which satisfy the minimum
requirements of Section 6E-9, Part VI, cf the ~TCD. There has
been a proliferation of z~on-standard arrow panels, however,
which do not satisfy the viewing distance, display, dimensional
characteristics, and rectangular flat black background par)el
requirements of the ~TC[). This section of the report
contrasts the MUTCD with the traffic control manuals used in
several states. In view of the easy availability of non-
standard mini-arrow panej.s, some discussion on that subject is
also presented.

A. Manual on Uniform TrZiffic Control Devices (MUTCD). Section
6E-9, Part VI, of the ~TCD provides de:;ign specifications for
arrow panels. These specifications are summarized on TablLe 1.

For example, the ~TCD requires the minflmum lamp “on time” to
be 50 percent for the flashing arrow and 25 percent for the
sequential chevron. The arrow panel lamps are also requi]:ed to
be recess mounted or alternately equipped with an upper hood of
not less than 180 degrees and the color of the emitted light is
to be yellow. The ~TCD lacks specifications on lamp sizes,
spacing, candle power, alnd power supply. Also, lacking a:re the
applicable highway speed ranges in which each size of the arrow
panels may be used.

B. state and Local Specifications.

1. Panels All the states and local jurisdictions— .
reviewed have requirements and specifications for the
minimum permissible size of arrow p!anels. The
minimum acceptable sizes range from 24 x 48 to 48 x
96 inches. The 24 x 48-inch panels are used
exclusively on low-speed roadways, while the larger
panels (30 x 60 and 48 x 96-inch panels) are used on
intermediate and high speed facilities, respectively.
Unlike the WTCD, states such as Minnesota, Delaware,
and Ohio specify the low, intermediate, and high
speed range for each of the arrow panel types. Ohio,
for example, has defined its speed specifications as
20-35 miles per hour, 35-50 mile per hour, and 55
miles per hOur for the low, intermediate, and high
speed roadways, respectively.

Most of the states reviewed h~ave specifications
pertaining to the panel’s exterior design and
strength inclclded either in their Manual on Uniform

11



Table 1. Smary of arrow panel

Min. Panel
Size Appl . Min. no. Legib.

Type (inches) Speed of lamps Dist. Panel

specifications

Mounts Operation Mode
(Height) Control Select.

A 24 X 48 Low 12 1/2 mile ~FB min. 7’ 25-40 FPM L,R,
50% dimming LR,c

B 30 X 60 Inter- 13 3/4 mile ~FB min. 7’ 25-40 FPM L,R,
mediate T/V 50% dimming LR,c

c 48 X 96 High 15 1 mile ~FB min. 7’ 25-40 FPM L,R,
T/V 50% dimming LR,c

Source: (L, Q)
w ~FB - denotes rectangular and finished non-reflective black

T/V - denotes trailer or vehicle mounted
FPM - flashers per minutes
L - left, R - right, ~ - left and right, C - caution (four or more lamps arranged in
a pattern which will not indicate a direction)



Traffic Control Devices or in other operating
procedures. Ohio, for example, specifies that the
flasher panel must be exterior-type plywood or
corrosion resistant metal const.ructian of adeguate
design and strength. All states indicate that the
panel finish sha[ll be flat rectangular black
exclusively.

2. ~. The number and color of lamps are found ill all
state manuals. Lacking, however, is information on
the lamp type, size, and spacirlg. ~lere specified,
the lamp size v:sries between 4 and 5 inches for the
24 x 48 and 48 >< 96-inch panels, respectively.
Similarly, the spacing between lamps varies depending
on the panel si:ze. Figures 3 tind 4 demonstrate Lamp
spacing details for various standard arrow panel
sizes used in Ohio, Delaware, ~and Michigan. Spa<zing
between lamps on the arrow stem is approximately 11
and 14.5 inches for the 30 x 60 and 48 x 96-inch
panels, respectively.

3. Mounts . Detailed specifications for mounting and
supporting devices for stationary and mobile
operations are lacking in work zone ‘traffic control
standards of most states. Casual mention of trailer
and vehicle mountinq is usually made with very little
attention given to transportability OE the panel and
lifting and leveling devices for stability during
stationary operations. The mounting height of arrow
panels varies and ranges from 6 feet for vehicle-
mounted panels to 8 feet for trailer-mounted panels.

4. Oweration Controls. The specifications on arrow
panel control covers both flashing and dimming. Most
states follow the WTCD specifications which rec~ire
the flashing rate per minute to be not less tharl 25
nor more than 40. Few states deviate from the
WTCD’S re~ire!ment. Delaware reguires a minimum
flashing rate c)f 25 flashes per minute, with no upper
limit.

All state specj.fications follc)w the ~TCD’s
re~irement on arrow panel dlmrnlng, i.e. , arrow

. .

panels shall be capable of a minimum of 50 percent
dimming from their rated lamp voltage. Dimming
control of arrow panels is normally provided either
manually or automatically by means of light sensitive
photocells. M(>st of the states ViS!Lted, howeve:r,
reguire the use of a photoelectric dimming cont:rol
which varies tile lamp intensity by means of a
photoelectrically controlled circuit which reduces
lamp output du:ring low ambient light conditions.
Normally, the ]photoelectric c(ontrol unit is
calibrated to actuate a lamp iimming circuit at two

13
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to five ambient foot candles arid to restore the
lights to normal. at five to ten ambient foot candles.
The state’s specifications do not include provisj.ons
for test-point c>rvoltmeter inspectic)n. Manual
dimming control of arrow panels is not commonly ~lsed
with the larger arrow panel sizes; it. is”used
frequently with smaller arrow panels (24” x 48”).

5. Power SuvDly. :Phe power supplies for arrow panels
vary substantially between stal:es. Some states
rewire the trailer-mounted ar]row panel to be powered
by a self-contained engine-driven generator syst(zm
which is capable of energizing the panel for 72
hours. Gasoline and diesel arcs the l>rimary fueling
sources, but solar powered arr~w panels are also
used. Some states allow tbe arrow panel to be
energized from a utility company ser$ice. Some
states do not s:pecify any re~irements. Most states,
however, rewire the arrow panel to operate from
power sources capable of continuously furnishing 12
volts direct current to the lamps for a minimum of 24
hours. Vehicle-mounted arrow panels are powered by a
12-volt automotive battery system.

Generally, the design specifications for arrow panels used. by
states are in compliance with those of the ~TCD and, in some
cases, are more elaborate.. There are subject areas, however,
which are not addressed in the NTCD or the state manuals.
These include specifications on power sc,urce, mounting, and
lamp size and spacing. The use of arrow panels indicates wide
variation in specificatic)ns for each of the above. The ~JTCD
should be more explicit on the specifications that already
exist in Section 6E-9, Pzlrt VI, and explore the other design
specifications that could improve the effectiveness and
operation of arrow panels.

The following section discusses the deSfLgn specifications for
mini-arrow panels that were provided by arrow panel
manufacturers or suppliers.

c. Desiun SPecification:3 of Non-Standard Arrow Panels. lVon-
standard arrow panels ar~? those which do not meet one or more
of the design standards !set by the ~TCD. Of this group, the
mini-panel applies to those with dimensions less than two feet
in height and four feet in width and which have non-rectangular
arrow-shaped panels. Mini-arrow panels are primarily used on
low volume, low speed (< 35 mph) urban facilities. The common
users consist of states, municipalities, utility companies, and
contractors. Due to a lack of a local, state and national
policy on mini-arrow panels, their design specifications can
only be obtained from manufacturers and suppliers. Currently,
state manuals do not contain any guidelines or present any
typical illustrations of mini-panel applications. Tables 2 and



Table 2. Non-standard arrow panel specifications

Arrow Rectangular Size Candle
Panel

No. Lamp Lamp
Flat Black (HXW) Weight Power

Models *
Lamp of Size

Frame In. (lbs)
Spacing

(Each) Color Lamps (in.) (in.)

Model None 13X55 7 50 Orange
B

10 NI NI

Model None 24x60 25
c

1200 Yellow 14 4
(but

NI
(sealed

optional) beams )

Model None 13X55 8 Lamp
B

Yellow 10 4 NI
Type
No. 1156

m
Model None two 6 50 Yellow
A

5 4 NI
21x24 (not per

sealed arrow
beam)

Model None two 20
A

700 Yellow 5 4
20.5

NI
#4415A each

X 24 sealed arrow
beam panel

* - see Figure5 for Model configuration
NI- Not Indicated
H - Height; W - Width; In - Inches; lbs - pounds



Table 3. Non-standard arrow panel specifications (Table 2 continued)

Speed
Arrow Restri-
Panel Power Sun ction Dimm.

Models supply Shades (mph) Cap. Mounting Operation

Model B 20 amps fused None NI None Vehicle- Left, right,

circuit, automotive mounted left & right,

12 volt syetem center bar

Model C Standard 12 up to 9 ft. above Se~ential

volt battery (360 55 mph 50 per- pavement; directional
deg. ) cent vehicle- modes left,

~im~ny. ~,o.tir,~e~ right cr in
operated both directions
manually 4-corner

caution mode

Model B 12 volt; fuee None NI None Vehicle- Right, left;

a
protected mounted; double arrow;

magnetic & caution bar
or gutter
~lOurlt~

Model A 12 volts: 11 amps NI Rear of Left: right:

at full load 1 in. NO or vehicle double arrow
sun specs. roof
shield
(360 deg.)

Model A 12 volt: NI Vehicle top Left; right:
(360 Manual right & left:
deg. switch and flashing

bar

NI - Not Indicated



3 present a summary of non-standard arrow panel specifications
obtained directly from manufacturers. Figure 5 illustrates
differences between the standard 24-inch x 48-inch arrow panel
and non-standard arrow panels with respect to shape, dimension,
and lamp configuration.

Nominal sizes of non-standara arrow panels are 13 x 55 inches,
24 x 60 inches, 20.5 x 48 inches, and 21 x 48 inches. These
panels are constructed of either aluminum with a black bakea
enamel finish or flat black epoxy powaer-coated aluminum. None
of the mini-arrow panels described here is rectangular, of
solid construction, and finishes with non-reflective flat
black. The weight of the mini-arrow panel varies between 6 and
25 pounds.

The lamp configuration on the mini-arrow panels are relatively
the same. The lamp size is four inches and emits a yellow color
exclusively. Spacing detail between lamps is lacking. The
number of lamps per mini-arrow panel is ten or more. The 24-
inch x 60-inch non-standard arrow panel has 14 lamps due to its
larger panel area. The Model A (Figure 5) is comprised of two
separate panels with five lamps in each. The total canale
power varies substantially among non-standard panels; Model B
has a canale power of 1000 in comparison to 17,000 for Model C.

The mini-arrow panel is usually mounted on the vehicle top or
at the rear. The mounting height to the base of the panel
varies between five and nine feet above ground. Greater
heights could be obtainea, however, by providing higher
mounting brackets.

The control operation of the mini–arrow panels also varies
significantly. Moael c, for example, has the capability to
flash at 60 flashes per minute while one brana of Moael A has a
maximum of 35 flashes per minute. Similarly, Model C has a 50
percent dimming capability, while Moael B does not have a
dimming feature. Dimming of the mini-panel, when available, is
controlled manually. Sun shades are provided for a few of the
mini-arrow panels.

The power supply of the mini-arrow panel is provided by a
standard 12-volt battery.

D. Crashworthiness of Arrow Panels. The arrow panel is a
vulnerable object because of its placement in the cone taper or
at the rear of vehicles during mobile operations. Highway
agencies are very concerned about the fre~ency of vehicle
collisions with shaaow vehicles e~ipped with arrow panels.
Many agencies eguip the shaaow vehicles with truck-mounted
crash attenuators. For stationary operations, the arrow panel
is commonly uses at the beginning of the taper. Although there
is strong evidence of the effectiveness of arrow panels in
reducing the number of vehicles in the closed lane, the
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~TCD standadtwe A arrowpanel
Non–stand=damow Panel

ModelA

w~ @+

Size(tithes) 201/2X 24

Size( tithes) 24 X 48

NOn–stadwd arrowpanel Non-~mdard wow p~el

ModelB
MOdd C

C~3 G~o~

Size( aches ) 1s x 55 Size(~ches ) 24 X 60

Figure 5. Configwation of standard and non–standard arrow panels.



potential for vehicle collisions with arrow panels and fire is
not beyond expectation, especially since many trailer-mounted
arrow panels are fueled with gasoline. Past research did not
address the ‘#crashworthinessvs of arrow panels.
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111. APPLICATIONS IN PN\CTICE

Standard arrow panels are generally used for stationary or
moving-maintenance operations when a lane is closed. Arrow
panels are also used in traffic splits ar,d diversions (lane
shifting) when construction and maintenar[ce activities are
conducted in the roadway.

part VI of the ~TCD (~), presents gener~ll guidelines on the
use of the arrow panel as an optional trzlffic control device.
Today, however, the state--of-the-practice of arrow panels
differs from that in the ~TCD. Table 4 demonstrates arrow
panel applications as observed in a s@lection of state traffic
control manuals. As it shows, the arrow panel is being
utilized for almost all sYLngle and multiple lane closures as
well as for partial roadway closures on dividecl and undivided
freeways and local streets.

The cost of standard arro~r panels range from $750 to $5,000
depending on size and acc~?ssories. Mini-arrow panels can be
bought for less than $250. Without rega]rd for effectiveness,
the relatively higher cost (acquisition and maTLntenance) alad
the cumbersome transport @>f large arrow ]?anels have forced many
municipalities and counties to consider !non-standard and loss
labor-intensive mini-arrow panels. Gener~ally, the mini-pan,sls
that are currently used do not meet the :size and shape
specifications of the Type A arrow panel (24 inches x 48
inches) in the ~TCD. Nevertheless, their use and application
has spread widely, especially on city streets.

The following sections discuss the current use of standard and
non-standard arrow panels as prescribed in the state manuals of
Delaware, California, Illinois, Maryland, Pennsylvania, Ohio,
Minnesota, Michigan, New York, Virginia, and the District of
Columbia. Excerpts from state manuals and photographic
illustrations of field applications are used to demonstrate the
standard and non-standard arrow panel applications for single
and multi-lane closures and for moving operations when a lane
is closed.

A. MWCD Rem irements. The application. of the arrow panel, as
specified in the ~TCD and the Traffic Control Devices Handbook
(TCDH) supplement, is relatively vague. The TCDH is intended
to supplement the ~TCD Ely interpreting and linking the ~TCD’s
national standards with the activities related to complyir~g
with those standards. Although the ~TCD offers general
guidelines for arrow panc!l use, it lacks adeq.ate illustrations
and specifications for arrow panel applications.
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Table 4. Use of arrow panels in work zones

Lane Closure Multi-Lane Closure Movinq Oweration
Left & Right & Diver-

State Left Riqht Center Center Center Left Center Riqht Shoulder sion

Maryland * *

* *

* *

* *

(**)

*

*u

(**)

(**)

*

(**)

(**)

(**)

*

(**)

(**)

* NI *

* (**) *

* * *

* NI *

@

**

*

**

*

**

**

*

New York

Ohio

Pennsylvania
(optional)

Illinois

: (optional)
* * NI * * * * * ** *

California
(optional)

* * (**) (**) (**) NI NI NI ** *

Delaware * *

* *

* *

(**)

(**)

NI

NI

(**)

(**)

NI

(**)

(**)

* NI *

* NI *

* NI *

NI

@

@

NI

**

*

Virqinia

Michiqan

* - denotes sinqle arrow panel for sinqle lane closure
- denotes no use

(::) - denotes two arrow panels; one panel for each lane closure
u - urban work zones

NI - not indicated
@ - denotes sinqle arrow panel for shoulder work



The ~TCD implies that tkle arrow panel ~hoUld be used fOr lane

closures, diversions, an~~ traffic sPlit~. The ~TCD is
specific, however, on conditions where arrow panels should not
be used. Arrow panels sklould not be used where lane clOsures
are not rewired, for work on or outside the should$r that has
no interference with adjacent through lanes, ?Lnd on two-lane,
two-way roadways that are controlled by flagmen. The caution
mode (fOur or more lamps,, arranged in a pattern which wil:l not

indicate a direction) apl>lication is also suggested by the
WTCD for stationary or moving work opelcations on or outside of
the shoulder (1). The mJTCD guidelines appear to have be{~n a
good starting point from which states a]?d local jurisdictions
have adapted and subse~~?ntly advanced ‘this Practice.

B. current Use of Standard Arrow panels. This section
discusses the application of standard arrow panels for
stationary and moving-maintenance lane closures, dlverslOns,
and shoulders.

1. Left and right lane closures. In Cne majority of the
states that were evaluated, arrow panelS are almOst
always used when left and right lanes are c+osed for
maintenance or construction on state maintained
highways. This practice exists even though the
states’ ~TCDs indicate that the arrow panel is
optional. Figures 6 and 7 are schematics from the
Michigan and Maryland MUTCDS that illustrate the use
of arrow panels for right and left lane closures on
divided and undivided highways (H, ~). Figures 6
and 7 illustrate how the arrow panels a,re placed
behind the cha.nnelizing devices and at the beginning
of the taper. When shoulders are available, arrow
panels are often placed at tk,e beginning of the taPer
on the shoulder. When shoulc~ers are not present,
arrow panels a[re placed on tk~e lane. Figure 8 shows
the use of arrow panels for lane closures in Michigan
and Pennsylvarlia. Based on c)bservations of several
work sites in the states and local jurisdictions
visited, it appears that the states are confomning to
the use of the ~TCD standard arro~~ panels (30 x 60
inches or 48 >C 96 inches) for state maintained
highways, particularly in high-density urban
freeways.

Discussions w~Lth Officials frOm municipalities
indicate that the arrow panel is very effective on
arterials and local streets where the driver’s
advanced view of the work zo]~e is ]restricted. Urban
work sites, h<>wever, present a unime challen9’=.
Fre~ently, rl>ad geometries coupled with the road
construction ~>r maintenance ~activit=ies do not allow
the installation of the reguired minimum taper length
or an ideal t:raffic control :setup. In many
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(a) Michigan

(b) Pennsylvania

Figure 8. Placement of the arrow panel for typical right lane
closures in Michigan and Pennsylvania
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2.

situations, the taper must be made sh!orter than
minimum re~irements, or in some cases is not
installed. Observed practice, in these situations,
is the use of lz!rge trailer-mounted zkrrow panels to
insure longer effective visibility to the work area.
Photographs shown in Figure 9 are representative of
typical urban a~rterial work sites.

The use of a su~>plementary arrow panel (a second
arrow panel located on the shoulder upstream of the
lane closure) to increase the effect:Lve sight
distance for a right- or left-side freeway lane
closure when the sight distance to the work area is
restricted (les!s than 1500 feet) was not observed in
any of the states visited. Most of the sites
visited, however, had ade~ate site distance to the
work area and did not reguire supplemental arrow
panels. The state officials interviewed concurred
with the recommendations of Faulkner and Dudek (5)
and recognized the value of a supplemental arrow
panel when the sight distance to the work area is
restricted. They also recognize, as Faulkner and
Dudek caution, that the supplemental arrow panel
should not be placed too far upstream from the work
area. Illinois, for example, supports the use of a
supplementary arrow panel if deemed necessary by
field measurements of sight distances.

Center lane clesupes. Maintenance work in the
median lane or shoulder lane c,f a six-lane divicled
highway is generally accommodated by the closure of a
single lane. Closure of either of these exterior
lanes is relatively easy to ac!hieve and, compared to
more extensive traffic control re~irements (i.e.,
detours, crossc,vers, and multi-lane closures) , this
approach has a minimal effect on traffic operations.

The multi-lane closure strategies illustrated ix]
Figure 10 are commonly used to accommodate work in
the middle lane. The multi-lane closure strategy
involves closing an exterior lane and one or mo]?e
adjacent middle lanes. Th@ major disadvantage of the
multi-lane closure strategy presented in Figure 10 is
the resulting ILoss of highway capacity. Field
studies conducl:ed by Dudek and Richards (Q)
indicated that an average of only lILOO vehicles per
hour can be accommodated on the one available oloen
lane. On high-volume highways, this would result in
considerable t]caffic congestion and delay. In recent
years, highway agencies have l~sed the traffic control
strategies ShOT(n in Figures 11A and llB as a means of
conducting maintenance on the middle lane and
accommodating traffic. This approach was first
reported by Rifzhards and Dudek (~) and was found to
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Figure 9. Application of the arrow panel in lane closures on
local streets
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be very effecti%’e. It was estimated that traffic
volumes up to 3c}o0 vehicles per hour could be
accommodated. ~!he major advantage of the traffic:
control strategies shown in Figures 11A and llB !LS
that they minimize driver confusion by closing one
lane and then ,Ifunnelingtt drivers to the left and

right side of t?~e work area. Drivers are not
rewired to make a choice (left side or right side)
because the traffic ,,funnelwvpositively directs

drivers to the proper path. In contrast, the traffic
control strategj7 shown in Figure llC rewires drivers
in the middle lane to make a choice and can therefore
be very confusing. The traffic contrc>l strategy shown
in Figure llC is not widely supported or used. Its
use is limited to exceptional cases and at low-s]?eed
(35 m.p.h., or :Less) urban facilities.

Figures 10A, 11A and IIB illusi~rate the use of
multiple arrow ])anels. Based on discussions witln
state and city highway officials, the use of two
arrow panels folc middle lane closures on six-lan,e
divided rural highways is becoming the preferred
practice in the states surveyed.

Concerned about the need to ensure positive guidance
when multiple a:rrow panels are used in center lane
closures, the Ftederal Highway Administration is
contemplating r,?vising Figure 6-17 of the TCDH.
Preliminary ideas for the revision a:re indicated in
Figure 12. Not= the use of one arrow panel instead
of two and a li:ne of barrels leading into the taper
that closes the center lane.

3. Multi-lane closures. Multi-lane closures are
situations which involve closing eit~her the left or
right lanes and one or more adjacent middle lanes on
divided highways having six or more lanes. The ~TCD
suggests the use of one arrow panel for multi-lane
closures (L) . However, most of the states visited
are currently using multi-panels: one panel fOr each
lane closed. The state-of-practice in the states
visited regarding multi-arrow panel use is to place
the first panel on the shoulder at the beginning of
the taper and the second panel at the beginning of
the second taper behind the channelizing devices.
The spacing between the two arrow panels is generally
egual to the length of three tapers. Figure 13
illustrates a typical multi–lane closure where single
or multiple arrow panels are being used.

Although state manuals may still show a single arrow
panel for multi-lane closures, the majority of the
states visited now support the use of two arrow
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panels as illustrated in Figure 13A. In conditions
where the desirable spacing between the two panels
cannot be met, such as in urban areas, a minimum of
1000-1500 feet spacing between the two panels is
usually recommended. The reason for this minimum
spacing criterion is that approaching motorists will
be less confused if they are allowed to view only one
panel display at a time. Thus , a spacing of 1000-
1500 has been recommended by practitioners as the
minimum spacing between two panels.

4. Movinq maintenance lane closure operations. Moving
maintenance operations where a lane is closed on
urban roads or freeways are conducted at speeds less
than 25 miles per hour. Common moving maintenance
activities include pavement milling and resurfacing,
sweeping, pavement striping, median or shoulder
maintenance, and grass spraying and mowing. For
mobile operations, the ~TCD suggests the arrow panel
be placed at the rear of the activity in the closed
lane on a vehicle separate from the maintenance
vehicle itself. The ~TCD does not distinguish
between urban and rural operations.

The majority of the states visited followed ~TCD
recommendations. States will either have arrow
panels mounted on the back of maintenance vehicles or
will use trailer-mounted arrow panels that are pulled
behind the maintenance vehicle. Figure 14
illustrates the use of trailer-mounted arrow panels
for right lane closures. Schematics for moving
maintenance operations for the states of Delaware,
Illinois and New York are shown in Figures 15 through
17. As noted, all three states specify the use of at
least one arrow panel. This is also specified in the
manuals of the other states. surveyed.

A flashing arrow or sequential chevron arrow panel is
not appropriate for lane closures on two-lane, twO-
way roadways. An arrow flashing to the left gives
drivers the false indication that it is safe to
proceed to the left side of the maintenance vehicle
into the lane of opposing traffic. Therefore, when a
lane is closed on a two-lane, two-way roadway, the
arrow panel is placed in the caution mode. Figure
17B illustrates the use of a four-corner flashing
caution mode used in the State of New York.

5. Shoulder cloeure. Shoulder activities include
shoulder reconstruction, maintenance, trash removal,
sweeping, grass spraying and mowing, and slope
treatment. In the majority of cases, conventional
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Figure 14. Moving-maintenance lane closure on urban arterials
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advance warnirlg signs are ade~ate to alert motorists
of work ahead. However, the arrow panel has become
the preferred traffic control. device especialllr for
moving mainterlance operations.

There seems to be unanimous agreement that a flashing
arrow or sequential chevron should not be used for
shoulder closllres (unless the shoulder lane is closed
or encroached by the work vehicles on divided
highway). Al:l eight states visited use the calltion
mode when arr<>w panels are used during shoulder work.
Maryland, New York, and Dela~#are use the caution four
corner flashing mode: whereas, Pennsylvania an~i
Virginia only specify the cal~tion ~Flashing bar mode.

There is concern on the part of some researchers and
highway agencies that the caution :Elashing bar m?Y be
interpreted by drivers as a :malfunctioning flashlng
arrow resulting in unnecessary lane changes.
Consequently, some agencies ‘prefer the four-corner
flashing mode for caution displays.

Figure 18 shows photographs of the caution flashing
bar mode during a shoulder closure. Figure 19
illustrates traffic control during shoulder closures
in Ohio.

6. Lane diversions. Lane diversions frequently occur
with partial roadway closures (e.g., lane shifts) or
complete roa~way closures (e.g. , crossovers) . Men a
lane is closed in a crossover traffic strategy, it is
useful to use a flashing arrow for the lane closure.
Officials in eight states offer a mixture of cbpinions
about the use of the flashir~g arrow panel in the
flashing arrc,w or se~ential chevron modes for lane
diversion whe!n a lane is not. closed. Although these
modes are used extensively, some c,fficials arque that
such applications are unsafe and weaken the
credibility c)f the arrow panel because the flashing
arrow and sec~ential chevron are perceived by drivers
as lane clostare rather than lane diversion
information. This driver misunderstanding was found
in laborator~r studies conducted blr Graham et al. (Z) .
Some official-s further believe that arrow panels
should not be used routinel>l for lane diversions, andl
that their drawbacks should be studied prior I:o
continued use.

Figure 20 demonstrates crossover traffic Cont:rol
strategies in Maryland usin(~ arrow panels when a lan~!
closure is included. Figure 21 illustrates tile arrow
panel placemt?nt for crossovers involving a lame
closure. Fi[Jure 22 illustrates a situation where the:
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Figure 18. Application of the caution bar mode for shoulder
closure
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Figure 20. Application of the arrow panel in crossovers
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alignment of a:Ll lanes is slightly shifted and
traffic is controlled ~ithout arrow panels.

7. Traffic splits. Standard, large traffic-split
warning signs (W12-1) have been used behind lane
closure barricades to warn drivers of the lane split
condition. Recently, the arrow panel with a double
arrow flashing mode has been used to suppleme~t the
sign and provide advance notice of the split. Most
of the highway officials intewiewed believe that the
flashing double arrow display demands driver
concentration and tends to cause confusion. Figure
23 is a schematic from Maryland of an arrow panel
application in a traffic split incorporating the
shoulder as a temporary lane.

c. Summarv of Current Practices. By and large, the current
practices observed in California, Illinois, Maryland, Michigan,
New York, District of Columbia, Pennsylvania, and Virginia
offer some useful information on the application of arrow
panels, especially for stationary and mobile ILane closure
situations. The salient observations are summarized below.

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

State and local highway officials agree unanimol~sly
that the arrow panel is a very effective traffic
control device in promoting earlier merging into the
open lane and in diverting, and controlling traffic
around construction and maintenance activities being
conducted on or adjacent to the traveled roadway.

The arrow panel is immensely popular and is currently
widely used in rural and urban work sites.

The arrow panel is widely used at long-term left or
right lane closures on all facilities other than two-
lane, two-way roadways.

Some states use supplemental arrow panels (a second
arrow panel) for lane closures with restricted sight
distances (less than 1,500 feet) on high-speed
highways.

Use of arrow panels for middle lane closures varies
among the states.

Multi-arrow panels are used for multi-lane closures.

Arrow panels are used by all the states for moving
maintenance operations. The states use both single
and multi-arrow panels. The number of arrow panels
varies among states.
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Figme 23. Application of the arrow panel in typical trafficsplit,



8. For shoulder closures and for lane closures on two-
lane, two-way roadways, the caution mode of operation
is used. The four-corner flash%ng panel appears to
be the preferred choice of most states.

9. Lane diversions and traffic splits are special
conditions for arrow panel appl:Lcations. State
officials indicate that the arrow panel in these
cases demands more of drivers. Most states have
developed typicalL drawings that illustrate arrow
panel applications.

10. The 48-inch x 96-inch arrow panel is the most popular
of the three standard panels, even in urban work
zones. The 30-inch x 60-inch arrow panel was
observed only for mobile operations on moderate speed
(45 miles per hour). The base mounting height of the
trailer-mounted and truck-mounted arrow panels was
approximately 7 to 8 feet.

11. Based on discussions with several state highway
officials, there appears to be interest in specifying
highway speed ranges for each s<zandard arrow panel.
A few states have already defined these ranges.

D. Current Wee of Non-standard Arrow Panels. The ~TCD
specifically rewires all arrow panels to be rectangular, of
solid construction, finished with non-reflective flat black,
and meet the minimum size requirement in accordance with speed
and type of facility. Any arrow panel which does not meet one
or more of the ~TCD standards is considered to be non-
standard. Due to their cost and transportation advantage, lnon-
standard arrow panels have now become as popular on local
streets as the large panels are on freeways. The following
sections discuss the current practices of states,
municipalities, and utility companies in using non-standard
arrow panels.

1. State governments. The non-standard panels are
regarded as illegal traffic control devices when used
on state roads. Profileration of these devices
appears to be under control in some states, e.g. ,
California and Pennsylvania. The non-standard arrow
panel has been observed on several state-owned
vehicles, and its existence cannot be ignored. In
most cases, these panels lack a rectangular non-
reflective flat lolack background, have less panel
lamps than the minimum re~irement, do not have the
minimum legibility distance, and are small in size.
Figure 24 demonstrates a non-standard arrow panel
which possess at least three of the above
deficiencies: size, flat black finish, and
legibility dista]nce. Although state officials
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Figure 24. Non-standard arrow panel on an Interstate highway
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discourage the use of non-standard arrow panels on
high-speed roads, there are several non-standard
arrow panels that are mounted on state vehicles. In
fact, discussions with arrow panel suppliers indicate
that at least seven state highway agencies are
currently using the non–standard arrow panel size of
24 inches x 60 inches on moderate to high–speed (45-
55 miles per hour) roadways. Among the applications
observed for the non-standard arrow panel are
shoulder maintenance, setting up channelizing
devices, interchange sweeping, highway litter
control, and mobile operations. Cost savings and
mobility in work zones appear to be the primary
reasons for acquiring non-standard arrow panels.

2. Nunicivalitie5. Local governments are heavy users of
the mini-arrow panel. The mini-arrow panel offers
them cost advantages, less labor–intensive operation,
accessibility, flexibility, and a traffic control
device that is capable of displaying the same modes
as some larger standard arrow panels.

The mini–arrow panel was observed mostly on low
volume, low speed roads. The mini-arrow panels were
mounted above the cab or at the rear of vehicles.
Mounting height ranged from five to ten feet.
Figures 25 and 26 demonstrate a few field
applications. The City of Bzltimore, Maryland, owns
several mini-arrow panels which are used during
litter control and pavement marking operations. The
City of Monroe, Michigan uses mini-arrow panels to
manage traffic during crosswalk pavement markirig
operations. The users of the mini–panel in urban
areas are utility companies, city traffic
departments, city maintenance departments, and
contractors.

Proliferation of the mini-arrow panel among city
governments is not under control by any means.
Cities, contractors, and utility companies are
willingly purchasing these devices. Proliferation is
greater among cities which do not have an active
process for the review and approval of all traffic
control devices for work zones. In such cities it is
not uncommon for maintenance personnel to order a
number of traffic control devices, including non-
standard arrow panels, without notifying the traffic
engineering division. In at least three large
cities, Chicago, Washington, D.C., and New York, the
traffic engineering officials were not aware of the
extensive use of non-standard arrow panels on local
streets. San Francisco, California., is one city that
has not allowed non–standard arrow panels to emerge
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Figure 25. Use of mini–arrow panels on local streets
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Figure 26. Use of mini-arrow panels on local streets



as de facto traffic control devices. Unlike most
cities, San Francisco maintains a rigid policy which
requires all traffic control devices for work zones
to be approved by the traffic engineering division
and provides for strict enforcement from the police
and a team of trained field inspectors.

3. Utility companies. Over the past ten years, the
utility companies experience with the mini-arrow
panel has changed dramatically. According to a study
by Graham et al. (z) in 1978, utility companies did
not use arrow panels to conduct their operations.
Today, utility companies are acquiring a great number
of mini–arrow panels to conduct their daily
operations.

The Washington Suburban Sanitary Commission (WSSC) is
a heavy user of mini-panels and has acquired at least
three brands of mini-arrow panels. Mini-arrow panels
now are being used for emergency, short-duration, and
long–duration operations when a lane is closed.
Observed mini-arrow panel applications by utility
companies include water and sanitary structure
adjustments and replacements, structure cleaning, and
telephone line repair. Few mini-arrow panels were
observed on moderate to high-speed arterials.

Due to the lack of local, state and federal policies
on the use of the mini-arrow panel, its use has
spread to moderate speed (25 – 45 miles per hour)
facilities. A mini-arrow panel has been observed in
operation on the same construction vehicles as
flashing strobe lights. Such use is not yet defined
by any of the users, but it is speculated that the
mini-arrow panel is usually mounted on trucks that
already have the strobe lights. It is not known
whether the strobe lights are operated together with
the mini-arrow panel.

State and local officials expressed mixed opinions
about the mini-arrow panel. The majority of the
officials agree that the mini–arrow panel should be
standardized in terms of size, readable distance,
lamp characteristics, and application requirements.
Few officials, however, insist that the ~TCD’s
smallest standard arrow panel (24 inches x 48 inches)
be used in lieu of the mini-panel. The ~TCD’s
smallest panel can be mounted on the top or rear of
vehicles, is capable of displaying equal or greater
modes of operation, has dimming and flashing
capability, and is the same size or slightly larger
than most non-standard arrow panels. Yet, the
practice in urban jurisdictions is overwhelmingly
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supportive of the mini-panel.

The following summarizes key obsewations about non–
standard arrow-panel practices:

a.

b.

c.

d.

e.

f.

9.

h.

i.

j.

The non-standard arrow panel is generally not
allowed in work zones on “interstate highways.
Profileration at the state levels appears to be
under control.

The 24-inch x 60-inch non-standard arrow panel
is currently used by state maintenance forces on
moderate to high-speed state roads, including
interstate facilities.

State highway officials support the need for
mini-arrow panels among local agencies.

The use of non-standard arrow panels among local
governments is extensive and is strongly
supported by urban officials.

Specifications for the design of non-standard
arrow panels are lacking.

Apathy within the urban traffic engineering
community has encouraged the proliferation of
non-standard arrow panels.

The non-standard arrow panels appear to be
effective in some situations. Application
guidelines could curb their inappropriate usage.

The mini-arrow panel is currently used on
facilities with posted speeds up to 45 miles per
hour.

Among the applications for mini-arrow panels are
pavement striping, pavement resurfacing, signal
maintenance, litter control, and utility work.

Mini-arrow panels are widely used by utility
companies,.
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IV. =INTENANCE AND COST OF ARROW PANELS

The maintenance and cost of arrow panels are essential to their
selection and application. mile standard trailer and roof-
mounted arrow panels can be used to control traffic in highway
work zones, their high cost is the primary reason why utility
companies and maintenance divisions of local governments have
sought inexpensive devices such as the mini-arrow panel.

This section discusses some of the most common maintenance
problems that were observed during the field visits and
presents the cost of ac~iring and maintaining arrow panels.

A. Maintenance. Maintenance of arrow panels varies by panel
size, mounting eguipment, ~ality of lamps, dimming features,
power supply, and placement. For example, trailer-mounted
arrow panels reguire more maintenance than truck-mounted
panels.

Two common problems that result from a lack of proper
maintenance are inadequate dimmer control and non-uniformity in
the brightness of panel lamps. Inade~ate dimming of the
flashing arrow panel at night was observed at several work
sites. Similarly, several state highway officials emphasized
this problem and indicated a need for better dimming control
features. One state official indicated that of the twenty
panels inspected during night operation in his state, more than
half of these panels did not meet the state’s dimming
re~irements although all the panels were designed to meet the
~TCD’s or the state’s criterion on dimming control.

Excessive brightness of the arrow panel can blank out the lane
closure features and cause temporarily ‘blindness to motorists.
This is perceived to be a very serious problem despite the lack
of accident or conflict data to guantify the seriousness and
implications of this problem. State officials indicated that
such problems are usually corrected once they are detected, but
they strongly believe that the panels should be e~ipped with
testing mechanisms to detect these problems prior to usage and
during application. The current procedure is very inconvenient
and time-consuming; it rewires visual inspection at night.
Test-points or accommodations for a built-in voltage meter
mechanism is currently lacking. According to discussions with
arrow panel vendors, these features could be easily designed
and implemented. Arrow panels that are currently used could
also be rewired to include these provisions. Some arrow panel
vendors recognize these problems and agree that a continuing
maintenance effort is currently rewired to assure proper
operation of the dimming control unit.
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Another problem that was observed and discussed with
contractors is the proper installation of replaced lamps.
Faulty installation usualLly causes disorientation of the lamps
and non-uniformity in the panel lights. This problem was
noticed during both day and night operations. In addition,
photocells should always be cleaned, inspected for damage or
flaws in the operating electronics, and checked for face
position. The lamp hoods also should always be installed
unless the lamps are recess-mounted.

B. Cost of Em inment. ,%s shown in Table 5, the cost of
standard arrow panels varies according to the panel size and
mounting type. The trailer-mounted arrow panel is the most
expensive of the three types. The average cost of the trailer-
mounted and vehicle-mounted (48-inch x 96-inch) arrow panel is
$5,000 (including the cost of the trailer) and $1,800,
respectively. Both types could be rented for an average cost
of $20 and $15 per day, respectively. ‘The trailer-mounted
panel is more expensive to maintain than the other types. The
cost of the standard 24-inch x 48-inch arrow panel ranges
between $600 and $800: its upkeep cOst is approximately $lo Per
every 1000 hours.

The cost of mini-arrow panels depends on the sophistication and
size of the e~ipment. Due to the lack of uniform
specifications, the cost of the mini-panel ranges from $200 to
$600.
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Table 5. Cost of arrow panels

Dimension Average
Type (Inches) cost

Standard Trailer-
Mounted: 30 X 60 $4500

48 X 96 $5000 (@)

Standard Truck-
Mounted: 24 X 48 $ 750

30 x 54 $1500
48 X 96 $1800

Non-Standard
Truck-Mounted: 13 x 55 $ 21O-$6OO*

20.5 X 24 $ 265**
21 X 24 $ 300**
24 X 60 $ 595***

* Price excludes mounting e~ipment
** Price includes roof-top mounting e~ipment

*** Price includes mounting e~ipment and solid state control
e~ipment

(@) Includes the cost of the trailer
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v. CONCLUSIONS

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

8.

Past research clearly indicates that the flashing arrow
panel is effective in promoting the earlier merging of
traffic from the closed lane into the open lanes.

Section 6E-7, Part VI of the WTCD implies that the arrow
panel could be used as an optional device. The body of
research and practice by the states, however, suggest that
the arrow panel is a prima~r device for lane closures.
States are being more descriptive about situations in
which arrow panels are specified.

State practices imply that the arrow panel is used at all
long-duration left and right lane closures on multi–lane
divided and undivided highways in urban and rural areas.

The need for supplemental arrow panels (a second arrow
panel on the shoulder upstream of the taper) in situations
where the sight distance -- horizontal or vertical-- is
less than 1500 feet is well supported by research (X) and
state practices.

Placement of the arrow panel on the shoulder immediately
behind the channelizing devices appears to be the most
common and effective practice. Where the shoulder is
narrow or does not exist, the most effective placement of
the arrow panel seems to be immediately behind the
channelizing devices at the beginning of the taper.

A base height of seven to eight feet from ground cover is
predominantly used on trailer-mounted and truck-mounted
standard arrow panels. State practices and past research
strongly support this mounting height. Greater mounting
heights are more expensive and not necessarily more
effective.

Past research indicates that for lane closures the
flashing arrow or the sequential chevron are preferred
over the sequential arrow.

Past research did riot find any significant differences
between the flashing arrow and the sequential chevron
modes. State practices, however, indicate a stronger
preference for the flashing arrow mode.

.

9. Most states are using arrow panels during moving
operations.

10. state practices imply that a flashing arrow or se~ential
chevron should not be used for shoulder closures unless
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11.

however, support the use of the caution mode operation
when the arrow panels are used for shoulder closures. The
use of the caution four-corner flashing node appears to be
on the rise. The caution flashing bar mode is still
widely used, however.

Officials in eight states offer a mixture of opinions on
the use of the flashing arrow panel in the flashing arrow
or se~ential chevron modes for lane diversion when a lane
is not closed. Although these are modes used extensively,
some officials argue that such applications are unsafe and
weaken the credibility of the arrow panel because the
flashing arrow and sequential chevron are perceived by
drivers as devices for lane closure rather than lane
diversion. This driver misunderstanding was found in
laboratory studies conducted by Graham et al. (z). Some
officials further believe that arrow panels should not be
used routinely for lane diversions, and that their
drawbacks should be studied prior to continued use.

12. Standard, large traffic split warning signs (W12-1) have
been used behind lane closure barricades to warn drivers
of the lane split condition. Recently, the arrow panel
with a double arrow flashing mode has been used to
supplement the sign and provide advance notice of the
split. Most of the highway officials interviewed believe
that the flashing double arrow display demands driver
concentration and tends to cause confusion.

13. Past research demonstrates a need for multi-arrow panels
on multi-lane closures. State practices have also been
very supportive of the multi-arrow panel application. One
arrow panel is used for each lane closure. The spacing
between the two panels remain an issue, especially for
urban freeway work sites. The research suggests that the
spacing between the panels should be egual to three taper
lengths on limited-access freeways. The distance on urban
freeways is not documented yet, but state practices imply
that the spacing between the two panels should not be less
than 1000 feet. Research and state practices support the
following placement for multi-arrow panels: the first
panel placed on the shoulder at the beginning of the
taper, and the second panel placed behind the channelizing
devices of the second taper. Placement of a single panel
in the middle of the lane closure taper is not supported.

14. The arrow panel specifications presented in Section 6E-9
of the ~TCD are satisfactorily met by states and
manufacturers. In fact, several states have strengthened
their specifications to improve the ~ality of the
flashing arrow panel and to satisfy their individual
needs. The ~TCD lacks specifications on the lamp type,
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15.

16.

17.

18.

19.

20.

21.

22.

lamp spacing, candle power, and power supply. These
specifications are widely available from the arrow panel
industry and are usually adopted to insure statewide
uniformity. The lamp size, for example, is available in
4, 4.5, 5 and 6 inches. Similarly, the power supply to
the arrow panel is available in solar, electrical, and
gasoline or diesel generators that are capable of
energizing the panel lamps for at least 48 hours.

Dimming control of the arrow panel is a problem. The
nighttime inspection procedure that is currently utilized
by all the states visited is very inconvenient and time-
consuming.

The WTCD does not specify the type of fllel for arrow
panels. The fuel type is an important issue in addressing
the safety and crashworthiness of arrow ]?anels.

The ~TCD defines the arrow panel application as a
function of low, intermediate, and high speeds. stated
speed ranges could curb the increasing problem of using
non-standard arrow panels on high-speed facilities. A
numerical range for low, moderate, and high-speed
facilities has already been established in several states
for arrow panel applications.

Proliferation of non-standard arrow panels is very
apparent, especially in cities and counties.

There are wide variations in the design of non-standard
arrow panels. Some manufacturers have recognized the need
for the mini-panels to have dimmer and glare control
features. Their visual range during bright sun and
inclement weather is not known. None of the observed
mini-panels meet the ~TCD’s standard 24-inch x 48-inch
specifications for the rectangular flat black background.

The major difference between the non-standard panel and
the standard 24-inch x 48-inch arrow panel is not the
size, but the number of lamps, its recognition distance,
finished background frame, dimming features, glare
elimination, display modes, and cost. The size difference
is only in the height of the panel. The mini-arrow panel
is generally two to three inches shorter than the smallest
standard arrow panel.

Research on the mini-arrow panel has been very limited.

Current guidelines in the ~TCD regarding the use of arrow
panels are very limited and do not address their use in
work zones on local streets. Future revisions of the
~TCD must provide guidelines on the use of arrow panels
on all types of roadways and traffic control situations.
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VI. RECO~ENDAT IONS

The recommendations presented below are based on a review of
the literature and the standards and visits and discussions
with highway officials from California, Delaware, Illinois,
Maryland, Washington, D.c., Michigan, New York, Ohio,
Minnesota, Pennsylvania, and Virginia concerning arrow panel
design and use in work zones.

This section is divided into three subsections dealing with
arrow panel applications, arrow panel specifications, and
further research on arrow panels.

A. Arrow Panel Applications. The ~TCD must be explicit about
the use of arrow panels. Currently, all illustrations indicate
optional use. This must be corrected in view of current
knowledge. Text information must utilize the word !Jshalll!as

OPPOsed to the current language.

1. The following is a list of lane closure conditions
where the arrow panel can enhance work zone safety.

a. Multi-1ane divided or undivided roadways, when
the left or right lane is closed during the
daytime and nighttime peak hours for more than
four hours. Only left or right arrows must be
shown.

b. Multi-lane divided or undivided roadways when
the left or right lane is closed for nighttime
maintenance operations of short duration. Only
the left or right arrows must be shown.

c. Center lane closures that involve multi-lane
closures such as left and center or right and
center lanes.

d. Center lane closures that rewire only left or
right lane closures preceding the work zone and
center lane traffic being diverted either left
or right.

e. Lane diversions with lane closures,

f. At urban intersections with multi-lane

?PPrOaches when the left, right, or center lane
1s closed for long durations or during the peak
hours.

9. For mobile operations on multi-lane highways.
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h. For moving-maintenance shoulder activities on
multi-lane highways where the maintenance
vehicle may encroach on the roadway.

i. Shoulder closure and gore maintenance. men
used, only the caution mode should be displayed.

2. Applications where the arrow panel may be considered
optional could include:

a. Four-lane undivided roadways when the left or
right lane is closed for daytime maintenance
operations of non-peak short durations of less
than four hours.

b. Daytime and nighttime operations of short or
long duration on a two-lane, two-way roadway.
If used, only the caution mode should be
displayed.

c. Center lane closures on roadways in urban areas
when the posted speed is not more than 35 miles
per hour, only the center lane is closed, and
the adjacent left and right lanes are open to
traffic.

d. Traffic splits on multi-lane freeways.

e. Traffic splits on multi-lane rural and urban.
highways with posted speeds less than 35 miles
per hour.

3. Applications where the arrow panel should not be used
include the following:

a. Shoulder closures where there is ade~ate
lateral clearance between the adjacent traveled
lane. In this case, only the caution mode
should be allowed.

b. For detours,.

c. Lane diversions without lane closures.

d. In the arrow mode for roadway closures on two-
lane, two-way roadways.

4. For stationary lane closures where it is possible to
achieve the desired taper, the arrow panel must be
placed on the shoulder immediately behind the
channelization devices. Placement in the center of
the taper must mot be allowed.
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5. A supplemental arrow panel (a second arrow panel
placed on the shoulder upstream of the lane closure
taper) should be used if the minimum sight distance
to the first arrow panel is less than 1,500 feet.

6. For moving-maintenance activities, the arrow panel
should be placed at the rear of the activity in the
closed lane either on a towed-trailer or on a vehicle
separate from the maintenance vehicle itself.

7. For multi-lane closures, two arrow panels should be
used; one panel at the beginning of the taper for
each lane closure. The minimum spacing between the
panels on limited access facilities should not be
less than the length of three lane closure tapers.

8. For lane closures where the shoulder is either narrow
or does not exist, the arrow panel must be placed t
immediately behind the channelizing devices at the
beginning of the taper.

B. Arrow Panel Specifications. Section 6E-9, Part VI of the
~TCD should consider the following issues for further
inclusions:

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

The ~TCD should set speed ranges for each type of
arrow panel. The low speed range should be zero to
35 miles per hour: the intermediate speed range
should be 36 to 45 miles per hour, and the high speed
range should be 46 to 55 miles per hour.

Requirements for the minimum recognition distance for
arrow panels should distinguish between urban and
rural areas.

Specifications pertaining to the lamp design such as
lamp type, candle power, lamp spacing, and size
should be incorporated into the NTCD in an arrow
panel illustration. The minimum lamp size could vary
between 4 and 5 inches according to the arrow panel
size.

The minimum mounting height from ground level to the
panel base should not be less than 7 feet regardless
of the mounting apparatus and type of arrow panel.

The arrow panel lamps should be e~ipped with an
automatic photovoltric dimming switch which controls
the light intensity of all lamps. Activation should
be at a level of approximately two to five candellas.
The solar cell should be e~ipped with a time delay
to prevent false actuation from flashlights. The
dimming voltage to the lamps should be manually
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controllable over a 5 to 12 volt effective range.
The arrow panel should also be e~ipped with either
test-points for voltmeter readings or a built-in
voltmeter to exzlmine the voltage level for proper
dimming operation.

6. Arrow panels should be powered by self-contained
engine-driven generator systems capable of energizing
the panel lamps for at least 48 hours. Gasoline
generators should not be allowed due to potential
safety problems.

c. Further Research on Arrow Panels.

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

There is a need to re-examine the role of the arrow
panel as a supplementary device to advance warni~lg
signs for lane closures. Motorist understanding of
the arrow panel, positive driver response to arrow
panels, and its high target value and increased
visibility suggest that the arrow panel may be the
primary informa~:ion source.

There is a need to examine the relative effectiveness
of the flashing arrow and se~ential chevron modes of
operation for lane closures.

Additional research is needed to determine the best
caution mode of operation (flashing four-corners
versus flashing bar) for shoulder work and lane
closures on two-lane, two-way highways.

Additional research is needed “to determine the most
effective arrow panel mode and the best combination
of traffic cont:rol devices for lane diversions.
There is concern that use of a flashing arrow or
se~ential chevron for lane diversions without lane
closure confuses drivers and results in unnecessary
lane changes. Some states are now using a caution
mode of operation for lane diversions. Research is
also needed to detemine the most effective placement
and positioning of the arrow panel.

Research is needed to determine the crashworthiness
of trailer-mounted arrow panels in order to improve
their physical safety features.

The ~TCD should provide guidelines on the most
effective traffic control and arrow panel
applications for lane splits.

The ~TCD should provide guidelines on the use of a
supplemental arrow panel (a second arrow panel
located on the shoulder upstream of the taper) when
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sight distance to the lane closure is restricted
(less than 1500 feet) as commonly experienced in
urban areas.

8. Research is needed to evaluate the mini-panel for use
on urban arterials and streets. Research is
particularly critical because of the proliferation of
several non-standard arrow panels. The research
should include several types of applications such as
daytime and nighttime, long-term and short-term,
emergency operations, utility maintenance, etc. In
addition, characteristics such as flashing rates,
dimming, modes, number and size of lamps, lamp
visors, etc. should be examined.

9. The ~TCD should include guidelines for the use of
arrow panels by municipalities and utility companies
on urban arterials and streets.
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